NEWS OF THE WEEK
CLIMATE CHANGE

New Push Focuses on Quick Ways
To Curb Global Warming
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When the U.S. government funds energy
research at U.S. national laboratories or
universities, who owns the resulting inventions? During a recent tour of the national
laboratories, Energy Secretary Steven Chu
said he hoped federally funded scientists
would “share all intellectual property as
much as possible.” But Representative James
Sensenbrenner (R–WI) of the House Science
and Technology Committee has demanded
clarification on the Department of Energy’s
policies in the area. Experts say that solving
the climate crisis will require nations to
share their technologies more widely.
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NASA climate modeler Drew Shindell knew ruling on using the Clean Air Act to fight clihis research would raise eyebrows. But he was mate change, says the agency’s Paul Gunning.
overwhelmed by the response to a paper pub- “It’s important,” says University of Califorlished last week in Nature Geosciences that nia, San Diego, atmospheric scientist
modeled the causes of Arctic warming over the V. Ramanathan. “The joint benefits for human
past century. “ ‘Did you really say aerosols are health and climate would be considerable.”
responsible for half or more of the warming in
For methane, Rafe Pomerance of the nonthe Arctic?’ ” he describes a typical e-mail.
profit Clean Air-Cool Planet would like the
He did. Carbon dioxide may get all the Obama Administration to broaden its wellattention, Shindell says, but black carbon—a respected Methane to Markets Partnership,
component of soot—is also an important factor which features demonstration programs to
in global warming. He and other scientists
say that reducing emissions of black carbon and other short-lived pollutants that
contribute to global warming could buy
the world crucial time while governments
begin the slow overhaul of global energy
systems that will be required to reduce
emissions of CO2, which comprise 77%
of all greenhouse gas emissions. “Short2.0
lived carbon forcers like methane, black
carbon, and tropospheric ozone con1.5
tribute significantly to the warming of the
Arctic,” Secretary of State Hillary Clinton
1.48°C
said in a speech last week. “Because they
1.0
are short-lived, they also give us an oppor1.09°C
tunity to make rapid progress if we work
Portion
0.5
attributed
to limit them.”
to aerosol
Dirtier air has slowed global warming
over the past century by blocking solar
0.0
radiation. But the four short-lived polluArctic Surface
Temperature Change
tants that scientists are targeting actually
1976–2007
warm the atmosphere. Methane and
hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) are green- Black mark. A new analysis pins a significant portion of
house gases like CO2, trapping radiation recent Arctic warming on soot (foreground).
after it is reflected from the ground. Black
carbon and tropospheric ozone, an element of limit emissions from farms, landfills, and
smog, are not greenhouse gases, but they warm energy installations.
the air by directly absorbing solar radiation.
Representative Henry Waxman (D–CA),
Compared with CO2, which can persist in the chair of the House Energy and Commerce
atmosphere for up to 3000 years, black carbon Committee, has asked the Administration to
remains for only 2 weeks and methane for no propose adding HFC language to the Monmore than 15 years.
tréal Protocol, which controls ozoneEnvironmental activists such as Durwood destroying chemicals. (HFCs don’t destroy
Zaelke of the nonprofit Institute for Gover- ozone, but they are 1400 times more potent
nance and Sustainable Development want than CO2 as a warming agent, making up 2%
Clinton to ask the eight Arctic nations, whose of world greenhouse gas emissions and risforeign ministers will meet in Norway on ing fast.) The Administration says it is con29 April, to create a partnership to support sidering doing so, although it must act by
technology and joint demonstration projects next month to be considered by the next offithat limit diesel emissions globally and partic- cial meeting of treaty participants in
ulates from cookstoves and chimneys in the November. Last month, Waxman proposed
developing world. The U.S. Environmental the first-ever federal regulation of HFCs as
Protection Agency is also considering includ- part of a massive climate bill he introduced
ing particulate emissions in an upcoming in draft form.
–ELI KINTISCH
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A researcher who pricked herself last month
with a needle containing the Ebola-Zaire
virus has returned to the Bernard Nocht
Institute in Hamburg, Germany. The
researcher was inoculated within 48 hours
after the accident with a Canadian experimental vaccine. Based on a livestock
pathogen called vesicular stomatitis virus,
it had never been tested in humans before.
The patient is now healthy, but scientists
don’t know whether the vaccine actually
prevented an infection. Scientists are looking for telltale antibodies in the researcher’s
blood for clues as to whether the vaccine
made a difference.
Irish scientists were wondering whether
their golden age of research has ended
after the government announced spending
cuts that will hit 3000 publicly funded Irish
scientists to the tune of roughly €6000
each. This comes on the heels of budget
cuts that cut pay by an additional €2000.
More cuts to government-funded science in
Ireland are expected in the next 2 years.
Elsewhere ... An online story suggested that
the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention could have done more in 2007
to publicize data on lead poisoning.
Woes continued at Grants.gov as stimulushungry scientists swamp the site. A new
approach to particle physics could make
giant accelerators, now the staple of
modern experimental physics, obsolete.
For the full postings and more, go to
blogs.sciencemag.org/scienceinsider.
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